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PION-NUCLEON SCAT'l'lliiNG IN 'I'EE P11 ST.tl.TK' 

John H. Sctn·T3.rz ~-

La .. ~·::renc e I\c..die.-C.ion L.::L1:o:·(.-:. tor~·{ 
University of Califor0ia 

Bsrk~ley, California 

The P11 pi011-nucleon -scattering CLTilD..LlL.U.Qe is stu.d.ied in orcle:r~ 

to determine t11e d:yna~11ic-al sta.t1..1s of t11e nucleon. !\ si111)le one-

cha.nnel static mo<1el is c;ood to the ley";-

enere;y d.::;.ta is obtained \·rith a CDD pole. 

a. pole: ·Hi th t11e strene:th indicated ~~J~v ou:r model, t11en one mu.st con-

.. ~·IhelJning) part in fanning the nucleon. It is also possible to reconcile 

all the a'railable infor1ne.tion \·rith a model conta.inin.g no CDD :poles in 

1fnich the· nLJ.c1eon is formed to a good ;?..ppro:·:irnation· in the pion-nucleon 

channel alone. A. fe· .. ; Hays by '.·:hich one may hope to choose bebreen 

the two models are discussed. It is sho\·m h0\·1 the success of certain 

"reciprocal .. oootstrap" Ce,lculations can be understood, i-rhether or 

not a CDD pole is requireCt. Tl1e 1.:1rge inelasticity .~nd. pl1a0e sl1ift 

in at energies of l~oo to 6oo MeV 

pro-baOly due to colJ.}:·ling i.·il~G.C1 tl"':.c iliri\f cham1el_, \·rith ctll three particles 

Tl1iS le..tter chaJ1nel seems to be sig:."""lificant 

for the properties of the 1400-lvieV (Roper) resonance, but probably 

pl8.~is ,::t srns..ll role in tl1e foi·rr!Z!..tion of tl1e nucleon. 
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l. INTRODUCTION 

There have been nurnerous pion-nucleon phase-shift analyses 

carried out recently . 1 - 6 All of them find a large inc:r·easing phase 

shift in the P11 (I = J = l/2, p-i·Tave) charLDel over the range of pion 

kinetic energie<-> 300 to 700 l'1IeV (Fig. l). In fact 7 a large i·r-ldth 

resonance having the sa!TI.e quantum numcers as the nucleon and a mass of 

about ll+OO IvieV, often referred to as the Roper resonance, appears to be 

consistent -,.;t th all the phase -shift ar1alyses except perhaps for Cence: s. 

Evidence for such a resonance has also been obtained by different 

methods in i.,rhich it vas actually possible to see a "bump. ::6-8 

·The aspect of the·amplitude that concerns us here is not so much 

the fact that the phase shift becomes large at high energy, as that it 

'becomes positive at a lOi·i energy -- slightly beloi·T the three-oody in-

elastic threshold, in fact. Rothleitner and Stech :b..ave argtl.ed that the 

nucleon can be regarded as being a pion-nucleon bound state if and only 

if the position of the zero is above the inelastic threshold. 9 i:le do 

not believe that this is a meaningful distinction, out i·.·e shov that 

the single-channel D fw~ction prooably contains a CDD pole10 at the 

position of the zero. Hi thout this CDD pole one i·iould not obtain the 

nucleon at the correct position in a one-channel calculation. These 

l . .!.. t .C' - • - ll - . 1 cone uslons are consistent l·ii th a recen v argumen o_._ Ly'l~n, i-ihlCD. 

allm·iS one to conclude that the elastic channel forces together i·i:i.. th 

elastic u.nitarity necessaril:y give rise to a pole appearing either as 

a b01.md state or a lm-;-lying resoDance having approxim3.tely the 
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correct residue, >·Thether or not a. CDD pole is required. 

Ever since Che>·T first su~gested that there :i_s a reciprocal 

bootstrap relationship beti·reen the N and the 6 1:-.: :p~.o!l-nucleon 

scattering, 12 there ha·~e be~n nUiTierous. dynamico.l c;:;.lculations of 

var:;.ring complezi ty performed to obtain these ti·TO particles as d:yna1Jlical 

-'- . 13-18 
S• ... a-ces. Some have even tried to i!lclude inelastic - 19-22 channeJ.s. 

Bal:izs13 and Doolen et al.l8 have shm·rn hm·T to calculate the nucleon 

position and residue from a };.nmrledge of the long-range forces and 

a self-consistent technique for generating the short-range forces. 

Both obtain the nucleon pole position fairly \·rell, but they find the 

P
11 

phase shift decreasing and negative, in blatant disagreement >·rith 

the phase-shift analyses. He shall argue that this discrepancy m-:.1y be 

attributed to the CDD pole, i·rhich the:y have not included, and that .... , . 
vDelr 

success in locating the nucleon pole position does not mean that in-

elastic chan.~.'1els play no role in determining this position. 

The pion-nucleon p-1-1aves at lm; energy are of particular 

interest, because of the availability of good experimental information. 

Also, the large mass ratio allm·iS some very convenient approximations 

(static model) to be rrzde. L'1ese tHo facts, together ·,.7i th the simple 

model of Che•.·r~ have led many pe1·sons to regard this problem as the 

::hydrogen atom of bootstrap theory." From this point of viei·T our 

conclusions a.re rather disappointinG; in that ,.;e find that other 

ch;:mnels are pro'ba-bly required to calculate the nucleon mass, althm..J.(;J.'l 

an approxim.:.1te one-channel calculation does appear to be possible for 

the 6 resonance. Tne residues of theN a.n.d 6 poles (i.e.; the 

" 

·~ 
• 
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coupling constants) can. be approximately obtained from :::-~:.:::;le-channel 

consideration.s. 

2. 'E'iE STATIC iviODEL BOOTSTRI\P 

In th:~s section iie shall briefly reviev the si;:;:olest static 

OQ-el,_,oo""s""r ·"'or pion '"'UC""'on n --~--~ '-'C<=:.t.terl·ng Ps g·_i,rPn ·o·J,, Cl1·e-~-,-. 12 m · U IJ IJ.8.p .L ·- •• -u .L~ 1 _,;-v.,_L'-''=' - ~--v ___ -- '-··- _ 

Apart from the :~ntrin.:::. ic interest c:C +:t.~: J<:odel itself, our purpose in 

presenting it here is so that ue '•'ill ha1re the equations and notation at 

hand i-lhen i-ie argue that such a simple interpretation of the nucleon might 

not be correct. 

The amplitude for p-i·rave pion-nucleon scattering i-.'i th isotopic 

spin I and total angular momentum J is defined as 

a2_ 2 ..:( w) 
..L, J 

'l i 0 ,-,- 2 T (ill) - e c::..L, u 

p (ill) 

where ill is related to the center-of-mass energy s by 

H - M and = s l/2 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

M is the nucleon mass, an.d the pion. rrBss is set equal to unity. The 

phase-space factor is defin.ed to be 

P( ru) (2 -3) 

Expression ( 2-3) is not the correct pbase-space factor for remo·v:Lng 

all the tine:tna.tical singularities that the amplitude is }w.'10i-m to 
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contain. Hm-;eve::- _. in the static limit, for "i·ihich 

l/M << l and 

it is satisfactory. Another ··day o:~ expressing this j_s to sc.y t1<.at the 

resulting kinen12.tical sing-o.larities zct m = -M and w = -2J.vi - l • . .;-ill be 

very distant and give a slo;.-rly vary::.ng contribution over the energy range 

of interest. \·Je sholJ.ld a~lso rerr1ar1~ that in the static limit; the 

connection vi th the s_
1 

a;nplitude. •.-rhich is a consequence of the IviacDOi-Tell 
..L - -

sy1rnnetry, is lost. 

The cunplitude a
11 

(w) contains the nucleon pole and a
33

(w) contains 

the 6 pole. The conventional definition of residues is 

-:> i6
11 

( w) 
residue of 

-..) 

sin 611 ( w), -)'ll = q e ( 2. 5a) 

-)'33 residue of -3 tan 6:>:> ( w), = q 
..)..) 

(2.5b) 

-.rhere 

q (2.6) 

The 
2-=' 2h 

experimental values ...>, · are 

and ~~') = 0.12 ± 0.01 
j.J 

(2.7) 

·"!' 

.. 

.. •.. 

.. 

!.1 
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The position of the 6 pole is 

?.. 'f. 
(2.8) 

'"l.:s. 

One proceeds to ::::o.1c<).late t1::.e :::.mylitude from the knoim Born 

tenns for single-partic::_e e~·~changes. From the ' . .;ork of Frautschi and 

25 1lr 
Vlaled:a: or Abers and Zemach: ..... ~, i·ie can read off all the relevant 

formulas. For exaiTtple: let us consider the Born term corresponding to 

N exchange in the P 
11 

8..i11.pli tude: 

2 
-0' 

a1.
_

1
N (u') __ t:o,ciiTN l l l- ( , · ( ) (:.- N) _ "' --,__;_;- -- - E + MJ \·f.- M Ql --~ 4Jr Lt.i;Jq_ P :o. 

Hhere 

X 
s 
N 

l . ( .,.2 = - - s - l\1 -

2 2 
(3g __ j4rr) (1/l+Ivi ) 

JJ\Jl\J 

( 2. 9) 

) (2.10a) 

(2.10b) 

(2.10c) 
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In the stc.":.i_r:: limit (2.9) becomes 

i·Ti th 

% -

X 
s 
N 

( QO (X N ) - 4 (X N ) ] s Q2 s ; (2.lla) 

(2.llb) 

'vie observe that there is a short cut located approximately at 

-l/Ivi -;;: r.D $.1/M, ;;hich actually degenerates to a point in the full 

static limit. If vie iH'ite 

(2.12) 

and assume that D
11 

( w) is a:p:proxirnately linear over the short cut, 

then ve find that the nucleon exchange contribution to the N function 

is 

·r N( ) A~ 1\Jll (J) ~v 

The second terr.; is ~very small ai·:ay from the cut, of course, but it does 

give a modest contribution to the nucleon :pole residue. 

An analogous argu.11ent can be made for 6. exchange. HoHever, since 
•• 
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\·Te need this term only a; .. ray from its short cut: and since l·ie 

.normalize at the 6 pole, 

•• 
(2.14) 

ioie can iH'i te 

- 6 16 1-.:>3 
~ll (m) = ~ m + ~-.:>-.:>. 

_)_) 

(2.15) 

If we suppose that othe~ forces are negligible, 

~- ( ) N N( ).· _ 6( ) 1~ ll w = 1 ll w + Nll w (2.16) 

(He shall defer a discussion of the importance of other forces to 

Section 1+. ) 

The dispersion relation for D11 (w), i-Tith elastic unitarity, 

requires a cutoff 1\.: 

w· _._ w J\. p ( w r ) N ( w: ) 
' 33 f ll l -r--:------:--r--::-----:- dCD 1 

· - n ( w 1 + w..,
3

) ( w' - w) 
l .) 

(2.17) 

For the choice J\. 

. (2 .18) 
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thereby forcing the nucleon pole to appear at t::,e correct position. 

One can .shcn-1 tnat a.t lm·i energies the D functic:--. .:::i ven by ( 2.17) 

is approximately straight, so that one has 

(2.19) 

Using this expression, one calculates for the nucleon pole residue 

: 

111 = -Nll(O)/Dll'(O) (2.20) 

-.,hich is in remarkably good agreement i·Ti th exper:Lment. Tne corresponding 

calculation carried out for the amplitude a
33

(w) also yields the re-

lation (2.20). 

Before going any further 7 vre should pause to make an important 

observation. The 1<:ey fact about scattering of particles vrith a la.rge 

mass ratio--as is discussed by Doolen et al.,
18 

for example--is that 

a partial--vrave expansion in the s channel is rapidly convergent on 

the nearby portions of the left-hand_ cuts. This means that crossing 

syrmnetry ,,rill relate arnpli tudes on the left and the rig..11t and not 

simply discontinuities of a."'Tlplitudes. It is this fact that makes our 

\·Thole analysis possible. One i·ray to visualize hovr this comes about 

is to study tne Ivlancielsta.'n diagram for pion-nucleon scattering 

(Fig. The partial-i·iave exp3.nsion is convergent for s > 0, l·iith 

the convergence best very near to the s-channel threshold. It is 

therefore clear that there must be rapid convergence in the lo-..;-energy 

' 

.•. 
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:parts of the u-channel :physical region. This is the jus":.:~fication of 

the static-model crossing relat.ions 1-rhich '"e 1-rrite dm-rr:, \n the ne..."\:t 

section. 

3 . A SIMPLE lVIODEL AND ITS Ilf!PLICATIONS 

In the static limit~ cro:::s~cr1r_; for the p->·i2.ve :pion-nucleon 

amplitudes is giv.::m by 

B/4 

all(w) l/9 -4/9 -4/9/ 16/9 t ( -w)\ 
-2/9 

It-
4/9 a::( -m) al3 ( w) -l/9 2/9 

a3l(w) -2/9 3/9 -l/9 4/9 \ ~3:(-w)) (2/9 a-:n ( m) ~-~/9 2/9 l/9 \a')') ( -m) 
..)..) ..)..) 

(3 .l) 

~ 
Neglecting a

13
(w) and a

31 
(m), 1-1hich a:r;e kno1m to be very small at lOi-r 

energies, leaves 

(

l/9 

4/9 

16/9 ) 

l/9 

(3 .2) 

l'Jo·v; it is possible to sho1-1 that there is no solution of (3,2) for 11hich 

a
11

(m) ancl a
33

(w) 1lill both satisfy elastic unitarity. Similarly, the 

only solutions of (3.1) satisfying elastic unitarity have all four 

amplitudes equal and even, but this is unaccepta_ble, of course. 

HVfi·Nc; t/LOVJ) 
; 

t;QAJ. (I I o) 
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(The proof of these statements is tedious and not es:pe<_::;.lly illuminating. 

It depends cri t·ically on the particular choice of the ::;l:.e.se -space factor. ) 

i:Je therefore find it convenient to approximate ( 3. 2) ._ .: 

(

all (w)) 
a ( w) 

33 

or, in other l·rords: 

= 2 a:>:>(-m) 
.).} 

(3 ·3) 

(3.4) 

In order to solve (3 .4) together VTith elastic unitarity, -vre first 

introduce the fw~ctions 

log (3. 5) 

The virtue of these functions is that 

~(~) W:$1 
Im R (w) = for 

w~l + 
(3.6a) 

f(ru) (.1,) ;; -l 
Im R ( q_l) for 

Lo w2:_ -l (3. 6b) 

.. -

•• 
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r? ~() 
\.J• 

I .... · ·· o "'""h-'- -'-h os-'- "'"'ne~::11 soi··t-•o~ o""' (?h) iJ lS -en en appare:·: ·; IJ. a iJ IJ •• e m iJ '"~-- ... ~- -'-' _,_ u .L .; • • , satisfying 

elastic unitarity for both a
1

_
1 

(w) and a-:;-:;(w); may be i·rritten in the form 
JJ . 

-R ( m) -+ . 
l 
2 R (m) + F(w) (3.8) 

vhere F(w) is meromorphic except for t-channel :force cuts. He remark 

that an &"11plitude constructed on the basis o:f (3.8) differs from a 

. . -1 
similar one calculated in the l'.J1) frameimrk, vith any of the usual 

approximations to the left-hand cut, in that it satisfies an approxiwzte 

crossing condition exactly instead of satisfying an exact one approximately. 

Of course: to achieve this desirable situation, '\·le had to use static-

model approxilT'ztions, ;..;hich limit the region for i·ihich such an expression 

is expected to be reliable-to small m. Formula (3.8) may appear 

pathological in that it determines the high-energy :form of the phase 

shift independent of other details of the forces 7 at least if F( m) grm·iS 

less rapidly than R+( m). He therefore repeat tn.at (3. 8) is intended 

to be a sui table formalism only for lOi-r-energy approximations. 

Since the Born terms corresl)Onding to t-cr.annel exchanges are 

quite i·Jea}~ compared Hith the u-channel ones (see Section 1~) 7 it should 

be a fairly good ap]Jroximation not to include any t-channel force 
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cuts i~·. ;t'(c.u). Furthermore,. since the ·:>"c.'her branch :::.~oints i-ihich F(w) 

should ·:::·Jntain (inelastic tl',resholds; l..;.~uematical singularities; etc.) 

occur fm.' rather large values of CD; one may hope to obtain a reasonable 

representation o.f a
11 

( w) at lm-r energies by ma}dng a simple expansion 

of F(c.u). Unforturl2..tely; the expres:=.:or:s R-'-(w) defined ic~ (3.5) could 

be modified by the e.ddi tion of an 2.rbi trary cubic pol:;.rnr-:~·.ial vri thout 

changing either their a:-:_~·-~<·' · ~ properties or their as:;.:mptotic behavior. 

Therefore; there is no s:Lrnplc a pri.c.::':;_ .ju::.tif:Lcat:\.or; for representing 

F( w) by an~{thing si.;11pler th2.n a cubic polynomial. T:."'lis. ·v;ould require 

more para1neters than ;,:re have available; hoHever. Thus; even though it 

is completely urn·rarranted at this . stage; i·ie shall nevertheless exa.rnine 

;.;hat a linear approximation to F(w) produces. He can then determine 

F(c.u) by asswuing that the position and residue of the 6 resonance are 

given. In this ,.;ay '\·ie find 

i p ( w) - .:!::2 [ R -'-, ( w) - R _,_( -w? :- ) J + 
2 ' ' .J.J 

(3-9) 

-1> 

The phase shift corresponding to this expression is plotted in Fig. 1. 

"l'le notice that it starts ·positive and retreats to zero vrithout passing 

through 90°. Nevertheless; it is clear that the amplitude does contain 

a resonance at m ~ 2. In short, this amplitude contains no bound states, ~ 

a resonance and (on the basis of Levinson:s theorem) no CDD poles. The 

value of the phase shift at large energies; i·ihile it is certainly not 

expected to bear any relationship to reality, does allO\·i us to count 
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the nUt'Jloer of CDD poles contained in the ezpression i·ie have 'i·,Ti tten 

dmm. 

In order to make a connection -,.;it.h the formulas oi' Section 2, 

let us force 2n (w) to contain the nucleon pole at the correct position 
.LC.. 

\·ii thout introdu.c ing a. CDD pole. This C
,,-
c •. 

term to (3-9): a prescription more or less eq_'J.ive.lent to choosing the 

cutoff in (2.17). One obtains 

-1( \ 
all CD) i P (w) -2 

2 
+ 1.3 (w + CU:,.J 3 ) - 0.79 (w +ill:>?) 

.).) 

(3.10) 

Equation (3 .10) gives- ;
11 

= 0.44, i·ihich is about ti·iice the experimental 

value. The corresponding phase shift is sharply decreasing, reaching 

-40° for E = 200 MeV and approaching -n: as:ymptotically. This might 
rr 

oe rather puzzling in that the approxirretions of Section 2 gave a 

· " · · · .J..h · · · -- . c ·,t d s· 26 · reslc.ue ln agreement, i-ilv ,experlment. rto·Hever, m.:u. er an naw ln 

doing the corresponding calculation (no CDD poles, cutoff chosen to 

give the nucleon pole position, elastic unitar'ity), but vith t-channel 

forces and relativistic factors included, found ,
11 

:;: 0.48 and an 

amplitude i·iith behavior similar to (3.10) as vell. This reinforces 

our confidence in the interpretation we have given to (3.10), and 

allm-;s us to conclude that the remar};.a.ble success of the nucleon 

residue calculation -,.,ith the approximations of Section 2 is fortuitous 

to a large extent. 



L .-!-. ' .L.l d . . .L. • .._ll . . , . 
y~,n nas recenv y mae an ln-ceresvlng argumen.... HDlcn lS vorth 

mentioning at this point. He argued that since a partial-vave amplitude 

may be l·n'i tten in the form 

A.(m) 
':.. 

~ (Im.At(m') 
. j\:J' (.(;' - (J.) 

c:: .. c: . 

L (3 .ll) 

and since unitarity implies that above threshold 

(3 .12) 

there must be a cancellation beti·ieen the tl·iO integrals of (3 .11) if 

either of them vanishes more sloHly at infinity than 1/P ,(m). The 
. 0 

es:timate of (3 .12) is made somei-i'hat more stringent by the inclusion of 

inelasticity. In the case of (3-9) or (3.10) for exa,-nple, the force 

term may be approximately represented by 2 I 
33

/ ( m + m
33

). This term by 

itself begins to exceed the unitarity bound form= 3. Therefore) 

in order to provide a cancellation for m 2:. 3: the second integral must 

have appreciable contributions from m' ~ 3) since Im a
11

(m) is positive 

definite on the right-hand cut. Indeed a resonance or bound state idth 

residue % -2:'1 :>"' is required. (This is just the estimate of the residue 
.Jj 

that i·Ie obtained in Section 2. ) Both (3. 9) and (3 .10) contain a state 

belm-t m = 3 e.s required. The c:.greement of the residue vii th the estimate 

given above is ;.Ji thin a factor of tvro in each case. This is about all 

that can be expected because of contributions from neglected parts of 

both the left- and right-hand cuts. 

.~ 
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Equations (3.9) and (3.10) are not s.ll close to the e~xperi-

mental a11plitude, v:hich is :;>erhaps not surprising in viel·i of the procedure 

by v:hich they ·,.rere obtained. There is a stri1dng feature of the experi-

mental runplitude that provides at least a clue as ... ~ one 

proceed. Namely, the phase shift che.nges sign fro:;-, ;y:,:;a.tive to positive 

at an energy near to and :;>e:<::.?.ps slightly oelOi·i the inelastic threshold 

( w = 2). Clearly -cne c:.ddit.i·:>'.'l of e c·.;~1ic te:nn or any higher-order 

:;>olyTiomial to (3.10) cannot provide c:. sign change of this type. This 

be'b .. avior can be represented in the form (3. 8) only if F( m) contains a 

pole at the corres:;>onding location. 'I'his pole may be c:. CDD pole from 

the standpoint of a one-channel calculation, a possibility aboy.t ·,.;hich ve 

shall have a good deal more to say and '\·rhich •..:e shall also mal-~e more precise. 

Ti·iO more undetermined parameters have nm-1 been introduced into the proolem. 

Since there is no evidence for additional zeros at lOi·l energy in either 

al
1

(w) or a:>:>(w); 'I·Te suppose there is just one. Then if i·re 'l·rish to leave - .).) 

the position and residue of the 6 pole unaltered, it is reasonable to 

try adding a term of the fo~m 

(3 .13) 

to (3. 9). In. principle: one could detennine fl. and A. from the position 

of the zero and the slo1)e of o11 ( m) there. In this v;ay one might obtain 

an a11plitude containing the nucleon :;>ole '..Tith nearly the correct position 

and residue. Eo'.·iever, as a practical ma.tter, it is more convenient to 

determine fl. and ··'A. from the nucleon position and resiciue, i·ihich are 
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k..YJ.mm to considera"bly greater accuracy. He find 

== 1.5 and (3.14) 

These values are vcr;:t closs -::.o those inpl::.er_'_ b,y Roper's calculated phase 

shift there is no discerni"ble discrepancy. Putting all the 

pieces together, '.·ie have obtained the expression 

l 
- 7) 

c. 

+ 1.3 (w + w~~) + ~-/ 
.) _) 

[R (w) 
+ 

R ( -w_,..,) j 
+ :;j 

(3.15) 

(l) - 1.9 

Th~ phase shift corresponding to (3.15) is compared Hith Roper's phase 

shift in Fig. l. He observe tilat it retreats to zero at hig_h energy, 

and therefore the amplitude, in the form in Hhich i·le have uri tten it, 

contains one "bound-state pole and one CDD pole. 

The fact that (3 .1)) agrees i·lell Hith the experimental phase at 

lm-; energies in particular that the position of the zero i·i8.S correctly 

determined strongly suggests that the possible quadratic and cu"bic 

terms that ,.,e have omitted are in fact quite Heak. As a rough esti-

mate, they •·muld not "be expected to change (3 .15) "by more than about 

20cj; for reg_u.ire that reason.::tble agreement ~\·ii th the 

experimental situation "be maintained. As far as -.,;e can tell it vas just 

a lucky coincidence that these terms Here not needed. It ;,.;ould, of course, 

be muc1'1 more satisf~ring if a 1nore fund&uenta.l explar2ation of this 
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circuJnstance could be provided. Hith this observation as the justifi-

cation, vie may nm·r regard (3. 9) as giving a quali t2.'Gj.ve indication of 

hm-r the a.m.plitude ·,.;auld be expected to 'bel1a.ve if the pole of (3 .15) 

vere a CDD pole i·7hich i.;e Qmitted from a calcul::c":::'..c:'- '.·.-hilc :;:reintaining 

the position an6 residue of the 6 :pole. A cc::-:-.~~::c.:::~::::o!: of (3.9) and (3.15) 

then gives a ro·ugh indic:::.tion of the imuortance of other inelastic 

channels in this case. Ui' course, the fact that in the_ form (3 .15) 

the pole is a CDD :pole is not sufficient grounds for concluding that 

a model ·Hi th a more realistic behavior at high energies iWUld necessarily 

contaj_n one. 

So far in this section i·Te have shmm that there is a reasonably 

accurate lm·r-energy representation of a
11 

(m) containing a CDD pole. 

Fur:thermore, if the CDD pole term is not included, the nucleon pole 

'becomes a resonance. In the follm-ring section i·re shall investigate 

vhether different interpretations may 'be possible in other models. But 

first, since \·ie have the formulas at hand an;r..ray, let us see i·rhat can be 

said about a:>...,(w) . 
.).) 

The phase shift o
33

(w) determined by (3.4) and (3.15) is 

compared ,,i'i th that given by the phase -shift analyses in Fig. 3. Notice 

that the phase shift o
33

(w) that i·:e obtain from either (3.15) or (3.19) 

(derived ~elo~ . .;) approaches i\ -.rery slm.;ly from belm-1: 

rv i\ - 7c/log W 
(.J) -) 0) (3.16) 
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-'- . 27.28 As Levinson 1 s theorem is usually s va:ced: , 

(3.17) 

one 1wuld infe::: that our a-=<:,(ru) must contain cr:s C:~)I: '':)le. since it 
~..) 

approaches rc ar:.~: has no bou11d-state vols-s.. E.o· .. :(:~-\·c::-: a more careful 

investigation .:.. ' -'- • .p "' ( ) vDal-· l..L u ill of n sufficiently 

slm-ily from h2l~Y··1: (3.17) ::.:~::::·lies th2.t there is one more CDD pole than 

is actu.g_,lly the case. \\'e s::.o~·r in e.n append.ix that for a phase s!1ift 
I 

behaving as in (3.16) 7 there is lD fact no CDD pole. The pole in (3.15): 

lvhich acts as a CDD pole of the D function associated '.-iith a 11 (ru), is 

a zero of the N function associated i·iith a
33 

( w). 

In analogy i·iith (3.9); ve fit F(w) in (3.8) by a linear function 

chosen so as to give the nucleon pole Hith the correct position and 

residue: 

= -iP(U?) - R (ru) + "1.5 + 9.2ru (3 .18) 

This expression has a resonance at ru 4.0. 

As in ( 3. 9), l·re can offer no fundamental reason for expecting a 

linear fit to F( ru) to give meaningful results. There i·re did succeed. 

in shO\·ling by· corrlp.9..rison ;-Ji th ·ez:periJnent that terms more singular at 

infinity i·rere not req_uireci. If th2.t circumstance persists in this 

case, then (3.18) can be regarded. as providing evicience that the 

force due to the short cut arising from nucleon exchange in elastic 
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pion-nucleon scattering is sufficient to form a resonance. This is 

not surprising; since the Lyth argument applied here nrsdicts a state 

1 
i·iith residue approximately~ ;·

11 
belm-r m == 3 .l. At al1;{ rate the 

position of the resulting resonance in (3 .18) shoulc_ probably not be 

taken too seriously. This cc1se does not d.iffe:r C.rastically from (3. 9): 

in vhich the nucleon appeo-rc::. as a res or.::;,·--:::·-::,. 

One can cont:!.nu.c a~s ...,.;e diC~ t.':-cc: :1ucleon channel_. and_. in 

complete analogy -.,.-ith (3 .10); add a. quadratic term to (3 .18) so as to 

get the 6 resonance at the correct position_. i-ihile maintaining the 

nucleon pole position and residue. This procedure gives 

== -ip(m) - R (w) + 1.5 - 9.2w- 3.9m
2 

(3.19) 

( ') 10) h~ ~ a -'' re~ ··1 a·u~ o-"' ~ 'oou-'- 0 0~( 5 T·n~.+ +hl. s l. s s,.,,., -ller +'n,n 0.12 .) • 7 C:,O U - - .:>- \:;: .J.. C. V • • i::.. v v HJC!. v ~ 

is complementary to the fact that the value ,
33 

== 0.12 used in (3.10) 

gave a nucleon residue vhich Has too large. Hmrever; if one adjusts 

for the difference beti-reen p(m) and q3 (w) at the position of the 6 

resonance; using the definition (2.5b)J one finds that (3.19) actually 

gives 7')') == O.ll: Hhich is really very good. The point He are maJ~ing 
.).) 

is that deviations from stat.ic-model kinematics at the energy of 

the 6 resonance require 7~--, to be about 5Cf/o larger i·Then used as the 
j) 

' 
residue of a force pole than i·Ihen used as the residue of a resonance 

pole in conju.~."lction i·rlth the phase-space factor (2.3). This fact indi-

cates a limitation of the model (3.4). This being the case; it -,.;ould 

probably be stretching a point to maintain that (3.19) is better than 

(3.10). 
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The 33 phase st::.rt corresponding to (3 .19) is identical i·<i th 

that for (3.15), Hithin a fei·i degrees; at all enercies. This-. is a 

reflection of the fact that the CDD pole is (3.15) ;:::!_ays a very small 

role in determining the 33 pnase shift. 

4. CA...L'J 'l'liE J~TJCLEOH BE CONSIDERED A PION-rTUCLEON BOUND STATE? 

The principal c:::·::cc::.·n is tc ~'·~t.elTiine 1-rhether the nucleon can 

be regarded as being fanned in the pion-nucleon cha11nel_, at least in some 

approxiinate sense. In order to state as clearly as possible ·Hhat th:i.s 

'....-ould mean, i·re require that :i.n order to be so regarded it should be 

approximately calculable in a one -channel model ·,.;:i.thout CDD poles, if 

i·ie use elastic uni t2.ri ty and the forces due to exchanges in crossed 

channels. Other criteria could undoubtedly be devised, but this choice 

seems to us to be a reasonable one. For a discussion of the significance 

of a CDD pole in a one-channel calcu~ation, the reader is referred to 

Refs. 29-31. 

Rothleitner and Stech claim to have "proved" that the nucleon 

can be a bo1.lnd state of the pion-nucleon channel if and only if the zero 

of the real part of the phase shift is at a higher energy than the first 

inelastic threshold .10 Their vork has t1ro shortcomings i·ihich, in our 

opinion, vitiate each half of their conclusion. The first shortcoming 

is that t11e:v n1aJ~e assurnptions a£Jout as:ymptotics \·lhich, for the zero 

belOi·r the inelastic threshold, preclude the possibility of the N 

functionts developing a zero instead of the D functionts requiring a 

'• 



CDD pole. It is easy in potential theory1 for instanc:C'. c:o give 

'~ 

exaJnples :i ,-..- ... ·.1hich such a zero arises in the N funct::..c:·. For exai'Tlple; 

.. a potentie,~ ·iving rise to a bound state and a lo-\·T -er;.:: ~· ... resonance 

is in this :.:egory. He ooserve 1 hO"I·iever: that a pots:-.": ·>.1 for the 

p
11 

state oaseu.. on the r:•.T:::-t Born 2.:pproximation to 6 '.:·:·:change alone is 

not of the tyl?e 1·7e have .>;.:::t suggested.. This is lmm·m from the large 

-1 
number of relativistic i'TD - calcul;c,c:.:~o::,s ·,·1i1ich have "been performed 

i·iith .just this input. It is quite unlil:ely that inclusion of the 

higher-order Born approxirnations "co D. exchange i·roulcl mal-:.e an appreciable 

difference. 

The second shortcoming in the analysis of Rothleitner and Stech 

is connected i·ii th their definition of the conditions u..nder ·,.,rhich the 

nucleon may be regarded as a pion-nucleon 'bow~d state. They suppose 

that a calculation is performed in i·ihich in addition to the infonnation 

1ve viOuld require as input: one also }ill0\·7S the R factor 

R 
2 - 2i] cos 25 ( 4.1) 

2 
i] + 1 -2~ cos 25 

If tl:e phase shift has a zero at a point a'bove the inelastic threshold 

for vhich the inelasticity is small (iJ is riear to 1), then R i·lill 'be 

sharply peaked there. Hhen such an R is included in the appropriate 

"'D-l ~· 32 "t "ll ~- n f J • t h ' l 1< equavlons; l 1n cause ~,ne l.J ·uncclon o ave a snarp y 

peaked 'behavior at the con:esponding point. Therefore in this case 

the R factor is introducing much the sa.me information a 'bout inelasticity 

into the problem as a CDD pole belo•.; the inelastic threshold vould. 
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B-.i formulating our criterion for a bound state in C::-·:::.s of elastic 

unitarity only 7 ue avoid having to make such ""'' 2~rt.i:ficial distinction. 

If t:-_~ ?ero of a
1

, ( w) does correspond. to a CDD pole 7 then 7 as 
~..L 

we shmred in :::·. · ··eceding ::c:ction. this CDD pole (or other channels pre-

su.:JJably) is req_i.:.~~-;:-:-_:::!. in crr.;_(2r to oOtain an appro}.::irr!S.te dynaJnical under-

on the lo-',r-energy behavior of the al!!p:;_~·;:,uc;_c:::- i.;:-1 (3.9) and (3.15) and 

should. therefore be reliable. Fer:rc2)S i-.re should pause here a moment 

to clarify our use of the ivorc1 "approximate." The criterion ·v:e have 

just applied is based on the pole position; since (3-9) contains a 

broad resonance at w""' 2_. th:Ls is u.na:mc)iguous; at lee.st if one takes 

(3.9) seriously. Another approach one might consider rr..akes use of the 

pole position e.s the strength of the coupling of the crossed-channel 

pole is increased. It turns out that if 1
33 

is increased by 50%, then 

the pole in (3-9) is brought to the correct nucleon position. 

A very similar statement can be made in terms of an N/D formu-

lation. Assuming tha.t the .pole of ( 3 .12) is a CDD pole J D( w), normalized 

to 1 at w == can be \·tTi t ter.r. in the form 

J\ p( ru' ) N ( w' ) (J) + w..,3 (l) + ())':)? 

f D( w) 1 + :J ..)..) dw' f.l 
(l) - A. J( ( w' + ~ (w' w) 

1 
..)3 

(L 2' . • J 

If ;-re further assume that for lO'd energies 

- 16 
N(w)~ 0 / (l\ + (4 ·3) 
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then i·re can determine the pole parameters of ( 4. 2) by comparison \·Ti th 

(3·.12). This procedure yields 

0 ana 0.32 (1+.4) 

Viith these parameters the pole ter;n in (4 .. 2) h:::,;::. the value -1/3 at w = 0. 

Therefore if the cutoff is chosen so that D(O) = 0, the integral term 

vrill be 2/3 at the nucleon pole. This might be interpreted to mean 

than the forces in the pion-nucleon channel alone provide 2/3 of the 

total binding. Such a statement is undoubtedly model-dependent to a 

certain degree. Still, it is prot)ably fair to say t}l..a.t the pion-nucleon 

channel provides more than half the binding even if there is a CDD pole. 

Indeed the Lyth argv~ent seems to guarantee at least that much by itself. 

Notice that the a.11plitude determined by (4.2) and (1+.3) contains 

one more parameter (the cutoff) than the formula ( 3.15) to i·ihich it 

is supposed to bear a strong resemblance. This is because (3.15) 

happened to agree 1Ji th the experimental ·values very vell >·rithout the 

inclusion of quadratic or cubic terms. Our attitude to;..J"ard (3.15) 

here is trl3.,t it provides a convenient lo·,.;-energy representation of 

the amplitude i·ihich allm-rs us to determine the CDD pole para..;11eters for 

use in an N/D calculation. 

By choosing the cutoff in (4.2) so that D(O) = 0, and then 

ma};:ing a linear appro;dmation to the integral as in ( 2 .19), ve obtain 
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D(w) = 1 + 0.32 (w 
(4.5) 

The resulting amplitude has a nucleon pole residue 1
11 

= 0.15, •.-;hich 

is someHhat small: "but perhaps adequate in vie>i of all the ap:!;)roximations 

that hav·e been ma.de. I11 e..n:y~ case.~ it gi-ves a n1r.::2.s·u.?.'c of the e~-:tent to 

l·ihich ( 3.15) agrees ·.-;i th 2. corresponding ampli -::.·: . .:5.<.:: computed "by N/D 

techniques. 

interpretation in the above discussion; it is clear that if there is a 

CDD pole its residue is sufficiently large for it to "be :playi.ng an 

important role in the dy~amics. The really difficult question is 

whether the zero of the a~plitude does in fact correspond to a CDD pole. 

Even though (3 .12) gives a definite ans>·rer, the formulas of Section 3 

are certainly not reliable for settling this question. t.11e existence 

of a CDD pole is closely tied up ·Hi th questions of asymptotic "behavior, 

1-1hereas Section 3 employed lo·,;-energy approximations. He could, for 

example ,• add to ( 3 .12) a t.erm such as 

. 2 
. a( w t w3 3.) 

(j) - p 1/<Y. >> l, p >> l 
' u~.6) 

1-ii thout appreciably changing the lo1-;-energy behavior· of the a.'TI:pli tude. 

The modified amplitude i-:i.ll no longer contain a CDD pole, since the 

phase shift ·Hill retreat back through zero at p and end up at -rr. 

This demonstrates tl'!C.t no sh;.dy of lm-;-energy "behavior alone can allm-1 
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one to decide i·ihether or not there is a CDD pole. 

It is rather unlikely that phase-shift analyses cc-crried out 

to higher energies than have been done to date iWulci help to decide 

i·Jhether there is a CDD pole 7 at least in the foreseeable future. 

Such an analysis would have to be -·rery accur2,.-: · ~--'P to e:1ergies beyond the 

resonance regioTl (several Be'.i): l·ihere the g::.--:::::. :n.ultiplicity of 

contributing partial i·iaves i·iOuld create ssrious practical problems. 

Inelasticity vould further compound the difficulties of such a program. 

As has already been suggested, an cunpli tude i·lri tten in the 

form N/D can have a zero in ti·TO inequivalent i·rays. Either the forces 

are such that the N function has a zero, or, as a consequence of the 

effect of inelastic channels (or an elementary particle), the D function 

has a CDD pole. This distinction is i·iell-defined once the D function 

is required to satisfy a singly subtracted dispersion relation. 

Strictly speaking, in any realistic calculation only a finite number 

of channels can be explicitly included. The others may be represented 

by the strip approximation, method, or any other suitable technique 

that may be developed. Such calculations put some of the effects that 

"ideally" belong in the D function into the N fu..nctions, and in general 

one vould expect that the particular -~·ray in i·lhich this is done could 

affect the asy111ptotics of the calculated D functions. Thus, 11e Hould 

expect that there i·lill ah.'2.ys be ambiguities uhich may ma},e it difficult 
.• 

in practice to decide 1.fi1etner any given zero is an N-function zero 

or a D-function CDD pole. - . .Lh .L . .c> ( ) are asKlng 0 e ques0lOn LOT a
11 

w 
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calculated only in a one-channel model >·;ith elastic unitarity. The 

difficult questions of asymptotics remain, hoHever, and i·ie ce.nnot 

really expect -::o find a definitive e.ns·;.;er. Yet i·Ie Jr ...... "lOiv that there 

are cases for -.:hich the ansver is ob·,rious (e. g., to obtain the l\ as 

a nresonance" s:f' the pion-nuclem1 system >·iOuld ooviously require a 

CDD pole). So -.. ·e • '! ..l one mlgnc 

attempt to decide 1·.rhic11 c.::;.c.c applies 

i:Je ernphasize frc;n the outs~t that the suggestion that the 1\I 

fu..n_ction has a zero at loH energy is a radical one in that it runs 

directly counter to the usual picture that forces at lOi·i energy are 

cJ .. omina .. ted b::F the short cut associated 'Jith !:::. e;,:change. Nucleon 

exchange gives a very small contribution and is certainly not the 

culprit for such a crime. Unfortunately, there is considerable disagree:.. 

ment in the literatm·e over the strengths of the various other forces. 

vle shall concentrate our attention on the values given by Abers anu 

llJ.. 
Zemach · (AZ) and Donnachie, 1-I&'nilton_. 

' ?? 
and Lea..J..J(DHL). The latter 

values Here used by Lyth ;Ln the nuJne rical parts of his iWrk. 

The first discrep<:mcy is in the strength of the 6 - ezchange 

Born term. At threshold AZ find a value for this term of 8.8X 10-
2

, 

Hhereas DHL obtain 
-2 

2.5 ,X 10 -. These numbers are not exactly 

comparable in that AZ l\.eep the complete Born term i·ihereas DEL use only 

the portion corresponcting to the nearby short cut. Using the static 

n;odel of Section 2, ;,ie calculate the value 

16 
9 CD -'--1 33 ' 

= (4.7) 

... 
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It is our opinion that corrections due to relativistic 3;hase space 

and the fara, .. ray cut can reconcile this nu.."'Tlber wi. th the -v:::.lue given 

by A.Z; i·Thereas the value used by DEL .::_ppears to be For the 

threshold valG.C :::': the p ::·~·:change Bo:cn term_. AZ gi ,.-·_:: approximately 

0. Ol i..rhereas DEL find 0. 03. Again -:.:·:·:::s.e nwnbers ;;:,re not exactly 

comparable, because DHL retain only the nearby portions of the cuts. 

A more important difference, hovever; is that AZ neglect the magnetic 

coupling of the p and make only a very rough estimate of the electric 

coupling. JJ.tiL, on the other hanci, make a rather careful study of the 

relevant nucleon form factors. He conclude that the A2 estimate of 

the 6 and DHL estimate of the p couplings are the best choice. This 

gives a p force about one-third the 6 force. DHL have also estimated 

that exchange of t-~-~o pions in an I = J = 0 configuration provides a 

force about one-half as great as p exchange. 
26 

Coulter and Shai-l used 

the correct 6 coupling and allOi·ied the strength of the p coupling to 

ve.ry over a range of reasonable values. Their i·iork shoi-is that the 

correct long-range forces 9Y themselves cannot produce the zero. He 

conclude that if there is a zero in the N function, additional forces 

of considerable strength have to be provided by distant singularities. 

- An interesting approach has been taken recently by Atkinson 

?h 
and H?-lpern._J· ·They shm-i that the couplings of degenerate ST.J(6) 

s:y:m.metry imply that other cha11nels (e.g., r.!::.) play a more important 

role than. nN in fon:1ing the nucleon, and that a CDD pole is consequently 

to be expected. These arguments are not conclusive because of the 

difficulty in estimating the importance of symmetry breaking. It is 
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possible: hoHever, that an approach that can estimate s:ynunetry 

breaking, such as the current algebra method combined -,.,·ith the methods 

of ~-\.tkinson and Halpern_. may eventually provide the ;;:c;::"c. reliable 

statemer:t c:': ;ihether a CDD pole is ezpected to occur. 

If zero arises as a zero of tl1e I'J fu.nction.,. it is 

necessary th::::~- ")1e sho:::-t-range fo1·css nave important repulsive components. 

Such ~ uo- -l· ·o-· l·' .L •r '-.-,- ·o~e·- ---,.,. -e- "-" ,., -._-,·.:-·· c·,,.,e· .. ,J 5 
J." n con:-,ec+ -:, 0"'' -,.,-.l- +'n i.-:11e , '"- ~ ::>;;, .l -'-v,y lko.o "'-11. ::>u.0 g··c:·c-·.::. · .. • • ~- v_ "' v • -

mechanism of "Pomeranchu}~ re-oulsicc ·· c::e•.-.' -:Jointed out that the J = 0 

contribution of the force due to e>:char:ge of the Pomeranchuk Ree;ge 

pole gives a strong repulsion •.-rhich is effectively of longer range than 

one •dould estim:1 te simply on the basis of the distance of the nearest 

singularities. This mechanism arises in the context of the strip 

approxil11.ation: in i·rhich the effect of thresholds above the strip boundary 

is included in the forces. Therefore the strong replusion obtained in 

this \·ray includes the effect. of both distant ri&~t and left singularities. 

l·ie have seen in Section 3 that the long-range. parts of the forces 

corresponding to single-particle exchanges produce a resonance but_ 

probably not a bound state. Therefore, in addition to the repulsion 

' that Pomeranchuk exchange may provide, >·re need an additional short-

range attract:bn to provide the rest of the binding,_ This attraction 

might arise from the long cut associated 1-ri th 6 excha:nge. .An attempt 

o..t a calculation to establish i-rould be inconc_lusi ve because 

of the need for a cutoff. Hhat one can say is that such a combination 

of ingredients could possibly provide a consistent model for the be-

havior of the P
11 

amplitude in the elastic region. 
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On the basis of the discussion in this section i·ie can suggest 

· ti-;o different possible models for the formation of the nucleon (assu."lled 

not to be elementary). The first is that lm-;-lying channels other 

than pion-nucleon provide substantis.l :f'orces for its formation, and 

that the effect of these forces can ~: introduced into a one-channel 

calculation only by· the i~1Cl\).sion of ::~ CDD ·pole. In this model_, the 

forces in the pion-r:uclcon channel :c:..lune are sufficient to bind a 

resona1:r;e. The second possibility is that other lov - lying channels 

are not important, ancl the.t the forces in the pion-nucleon channel 

alone are sufficient to give a deeply bOund state. In this case, in 

addition to this single-channel attraction, there is-important re-

pulsion arising principally from the influence of the vhole array of 

closed channels. This repulsion can be represented by Pomeranchuk 

exchange in the strip· approxiJll.ation, and it. causes the phase shift 

to turn positive. Although both these possibilities are consistent 

vi th all the available information, ·~·le tend to regard the former as 

the simpler and in some l·ig,ys more attractive alternative. As has 

already been suggested, a refinement of the methods of Atkinson and 

' Halpern may provide the best hope for making a choice. 

5. P:ESOLDTION OF A PAPJ\.DOX 

He have argued that the nucleon might not be calculable as a 

bound state of tbe pion-nucleon channel i·Ti thout the inclusion of a 
I 

CDD pole. Several authors: hm-;ever, seem to have done exactly this. 

True, the phase shifts they obtain are qualitatively i·rrong, but still 
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they seem to have caJ,cu;Lated the nucleon :pole. A gooc example of 

18 
such a calculation :is the recent one of Doolen et al. _, in vhich 

the assertion is Ji1J3,0.~ 'the,t, · given tJJ.e long-range fo:c:::~c. c.nd by use 

of elastic uni tar'ity; the nucleon pole position is four::d to ~% 

accuracy and t:1s residue of 2a{o accuracy. 

Vie .shall de~?rist:rate tha't although their calculation hc.s a 

certain validity/ it ~d~s :riot· imply that the nucleon .:i.s formed in 
\ . . ' ,•' 

the pion-nuc.leon chan..D.el. Bather~ they have shmm that the P
11 

arnpli-

tude vh;i.ch is most con~ist.entvlith·crossing symmetry: given the p33 

&.Y,pli tude; contains. ·the nvcleon po~e. Our contention is that this 

is a con'sequence of rel.ati"vity) and nothing more' since the correct 

P
33 

a.i·npli ~u~e alr:.ea~y knm.;s about the nucleon pole in its crossed 

channel. 

The.· argilln~n,~ ~~e are making :is most easily understood in the ... 
static limit; fqr:.',·T:hich :l'J and· 6 exchange are represented. by poles. 

In this mod,el cr-ossing is.giveq. by an equation such as (3.1), or 

(3.4), let us say. ·If i·Te no~·r impose.crossing symmetry I·Te have (3.8). 

The important point is that in this vay one is effectively assuming 

knOi·rledge of the complete crossed - channel amplitude and not only 

of the left-hand cut discontinuities. This is possible because of 

the large nucleon-,.pion ma.ss ratio, as vras emphasized earlier. Suppose 

ve next represent F(ru) in ..L. " .C' ve:rms O.L clistap.t singularities (B3.l~is 

poles) and choose the pararr;eters introduced in this •ray so as :to 

fit the experimental P"J-:> amplitude as i·rell as possible. The expression 
..)..) 

so o-btained is constrained not :t'o have. the· CDD pol,e vrhich ',·Je incl:uded 

'':I 

.• 

ol ' 
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·in (3.15), and hence.must break dmm for m.';;;:.l.9. It is clear, hm-rever, 

than the more flexible the parameterization introduced intoF(m), the 

clos-er to CD = 1. 9 the· amplitude obtained ·;.;ill be ·approximately correct. 

In particular, the nucleon pole position and residue '•''-ll be found quite 

accurately. This. arg"L,.rnc::t is essentially unchanged 1/nen rephrased in 

terms of a relativistic. calculation not containing the approximations 

to crossing that are irriplicit in tt::.:..s discussion. In the relativistic 

form this is the method of Doolen et al. 

vie therefore conclude that Doolen et al. calculate the nucleon 

pole parameters as a consequence of the 1-.;-ay in l·ihich they impose 

crossing s;ynrrnetry and. not because the nucleon is formed in the pion-

nucleon channel. Furthermore, if they had allo1-red for a CDD pole, 

they could have obtained· better results 1-rith the same nu.-11ber of. 

/ parameters -- e.g._. one CDD pole and one Balazs pole. These parameters 

1-rould be no more nundetermihed" thcl.h the ones they use, in that they 

could be calculated b¥ the same procedure as they use for the Bal(zs 

poles alone -- namely, fi~ting to the requirements of crossing. 

Once one clearly understands the argument i·ie have just given, 

he may >.;ish to re-exailline other calculations (e.g., that of Section 2) 

of bound state or resonance poles to decide >·ihich ones are true 

calculations of "dynamical" states. Admittedly, most examples are 

not as easy to see through as the one \·re have just discussed. 

6: T'n-:E ROLE OF Tl'ill FIRST INEL.i\STIC CHAl'fNEL 

The inelasticity parameter (Fig. lb) i]ll shOI·iS a rapid decrease 



to a value of e. bout 0. 2 at 1400 MeV (center of mass).· :indicating 

that coupling to inelastic channels is quite appreciable. All the 

analyses e.re in 8.greement on this point. Strictly speaking: the 

channel responsiole for the inelasticity is the three-body c"b.annel 

Ho>lever, the quantur.1 !1Ui'1J.bers of the P
1 

_ ch~3.nnel :1:re such that 
_l. 

the three particles can be rela-'cive s configuration 

' is favored kinematically at lO>·i enc:rc,y ar:O. ~Jso by the strong 

attraction bet .. ;een pions in the I = J = 0 configuration e.t . 36 
lm-: energles. 

The identification of this channel is further confirmed by the fact 

that no other pion-nucleon ps.rtial ,,.iCJ.ve has any-,-rhere nee.r as much 

inelasticity at these energies. Also; :Kirz . 37 
e~ al. have been able 

to identify the importance of this ccnfigu.:re.tion experimentally. 

It is vortlwhile to investigate vhat effect strong forces 

in this inelastic channel can have on the phase shift o
11 

( ru). Coulter and 
20-- . 

Shav . ha:ve performed calcule.tions including the experimental in-

- . 30 ?0 
elasticity by means of a Frye-Harnack calculation. u,.J;;_ They find 

that the resulting p"b.ase s}'lift is modified only slightly tending 

to become less negative in a calculation i-rithout a CDD pole and more 

· positive in a calculat~on 1-ii th one. i·Je ;-;ish to argue nm-i tmt the 

channel consisting of ;r;rN in relative s -:.-;aves is responsible for the 

large inele.sticity and the ch~nge in the phase shift e.ttribu.table 

to inela.stici ty in 2. Frye-i-iarnock calculation: -but that by itself 

it may not be responsible for the CDD pole, if there is one. 

Since the three-body configuration n:illli is rather 2.i-ikl·iard for 

us to discuss, He "i·lOuld like to represent it by a tHo-body 
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configuration 'lihich might be more or less equivalent. Si:1.ce it is 

kno',m that the s -i·rave rc-N forces are very 1-real~; i·ihere2.s the s -i·.:ct.ve 

rc-rc forces are very strong; the natural tl-;o-bociy co:.o.i'iguration to 

consider is erN; er represents the rc;r I = .J = 0 configuration at a mass 

of about 1+00 IvieV. As e. matter of fact; Bro1m and Singer have proposed 

that there is i11 fa.ct a ·true resona:nce (i.e.: a pole of a scatterir1g 

li 
amplitude) .. O Although much evidence hs.s ~'.'een :::-ited in its 

41-45 favor, the effect is noticeably c.osent in certain experiments 

such as the recent one - 46 on K , decavs. . eL+ .. The possibility tr~t there is 

\ 

an important enhancement -;.rithout an actual resonance is difficult to 

)J.7 
exclude; particularly in viei·T of the theoretical suggestion of Che~oT ·. · 

that the nrc phase shift may be decreasing through n/2. 

In this t~oTo-channel model ( rcl'J and erN) the inelastic threshold 

is at w 2.8_, I·Thich just. coincid.es l·lith the energy at >vhich inelasticity 

begins to set in sharply (Fig~ 1). Corresponding to the tHo ch:.:umels 

there i·rill be t1-ro eigenarnpli tudes; one of vhich vanishes at the 

inelastic threshold, l·rhereas the other one need not do so. Further-

more; since in the case of tHo channels it is easily seen that the 

sum of the tHo eigenpliases equals the su;n of the tvo phases for 

scattering in each of the elastic channels, the nonvanishing 

eigenphase must just equal the phase oll(w) at the inelastic threshold; 

• .L b - . 20° -'-h l.e.; musv e abou~ v ere. Nm·r since this is the eigenamplitude 

that contains the nucleon pole, the same arguments as 1-re gave in · 

the single-char1...~.'1el case concerning the possible existence of a CDD 

pole, should apply here as i·rell. Ad.rni ttedly some care should be 



taken in discussing eigenamplitudes, because they contain cuts 

associated i·rith the diagonalizatiori.. Also the one i·ihich ':ie have 

said contains the nucleon pole is not an analytic contj_nuation of 

a
11 

( m) beloi·T t1:~ inelastic threshold. -.. 'c: ::_·::- :-~o7 c·elieve that these 

difficulties ·vrill affect our concl'J:oic;;:z; although it is a possioility 

11e cannot definitely exclude. There does not appear to be any simple 

argument i-rith i·Thich to conclusively settle this question. 

- n ..._. • h . ;, ( '' +h ..._ . h . ..._. . J.I vne ot er elgenp"'ase L.ne one vl aL· vanls, es at- vne ln-

elastic threshold) contains a resonance pole, then this i·lill serve 

very nicely to explain l·rhy the phase shift calculated by Coulter and 

Shm·r 1-1i th inelasticity included becomes larger at high energy than the 

one calculated i·rithout inelasticity. The point of this discussion is 

to emphasize that if the aN channel introduces a resonance into the 

problem, it '..rill not start "pulling" the phase shift to appreciably 

more positive values belOi·i the inelastic threshold. On the other 

hand, the large value reached by the phase shift at higher energy 

suggests that there probably is such a resonance. 'Hhether or not 

this resonance is actually made in the aN channel is beyond our 

ability to ansi·rer. The fact that such a resonance is s-;·ra:ve Hould 

appear to be an argurnent against it, althoug_h. the mechanism of 

"Pomeranchuk repulsion" suggested by Chei·r35 might provide enough of 

a barrier to hold it together, especially since it is a very broad 

resonance. On the other hand, if the p'b..ase shift continues up 

through "' as could very 'l·rell happen, then iorith the sc.Jne arguments 
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as l·ie used for the nucleon itself; '\·7e could argue that closed 

chanx1el:::. may be playing an important role in making the resonance. 

If this i::; the case, its s-i·.'ave aspect is less of ;:-, uroblem. In 

either case there is a strong attr2.ction provided by nucleon exch2.nc;e 

in crN scattering, ;,.rhich <.J.r:c:.oubtedly is 2.n 'importo.nt ingredient in 

the i·rhole picture. 

To summarize. i·ie believe that the rrN and CJ'N channels are both 
'. 

important contributors to the complete dyr1amics of the P11 i·rave. 

Ho;.reve:r ,• the possibility of calculating the nucleon is not likely to 

be substantially affected by including only the crN ch~Dnel. 

7. II'fvESTIGATION OF A Ti·IO-CI-i.J.U'Jl~"EL HODEL 

He have argued in the preceding section that coupled p-i·rave 

channels could not possibly account for the large inelasticity in the 

P
11 

channel. Nevertheless it may be l.;orthi·rhile to investigate 

;,;hether the presence of a bound state or resonance formed in the rc6 

channel could possibly account for the general features of the phase 

shift. 

A calculation vas therefore performed along the follov;ing 

lines. Static -model ldnema tics l·ias used, although the nondegeneracy 

of the n:l'l' and rc6 thresholds >·Tas maintained. For the forces the 

follm-Ting Born terms Here kept (corresponding to Fig. 4a-d respective-

ly ): 
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16 1 33 4 (ill 1
33 

)1/2 
10 (;:>? 

~'--> 

G ,l/2 
- ) 4 G 

9 (D + (D33 9 (D - (D33 
_, 

0 (j) : 9 ru - (D?3 / 
. ..) 

(7.1) 

The terms shoi-m in Fig. 4e and 4f '·Tere not incluC.ed because their 

static-model crossing elements are l/9 and l/36 respectively; G 

represents the square of the reM co<"'-]ling constant. 

The value for G is not kDo' .. m. exper im.entally, al thoug..h any 

reasonable sy1m11etry scheme vill predict it to be comparable to r
11 

and r
33 

(if it makes any prediction at all). Rather than i·rorK i·Tith 

a value given by . SU( 6), for example, i·re decided to search through a 

range of values for G and 0.0 to l.O. There is one further unknmm 

feature about the forces He are including: the relative sign betl-;een 

the t'I-TO off-diagona], force terms. i·ie therefore investigated both 

values of this sign. (An overall sign for the off-diagonal terms 

is of no consequence in this model.) Finally, since '\ole '1-iished the 

nucleon to emerge from the calculations, i·Te chose a cutoff in each 

case to ensure that the nucleon 1-rould have the correct ma.ss. The 

reason that He chose to ;.rdrk Hith one cutoff for all four D-function 

integrals is that only in this ·;.;ay 1-iould there be fe-vi enough parameters 

to enable us to reach any conclusions. Of course, there is a good 

deal of arbitrariness in this prescription, especially since one 

of the Born terms i·re. include (Fig. l~b) involves exchange of a 

different spin than the other three. For most values of the parameters 

this lS the least important term, hm;ever. 
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Notice that tivO of the pole terms in ( 7 .l) c:~::-ur in the 

physica.l r-egion of the J.l'J channel. This situation ::-~?·-..ses from treating 

the unst·~. C.'..s !~ as a sta-ble particle gi ·v-ing rise to ". real threshold 

-vrhile neg::..·· ~~=-~;_ng the n::rrl\f channel. "'de must: therefo:::e. decide hm.; 

the correspc::. ~.:'lG ~::-:·c.:-:ction integrat~_oCJ.s are to be performed. A. 

typical integral that arises in this -.-i::c.;;• :Ls 

1 l+ 
)( 9 

Of the three possibilities 

(ru• 2 -1)3/ 2 dm' 
m' - ru:> :> m' - w 

_)_} 

at w' = m:>~ (principal value, 
.J.) 

(7.2) 

±iE prescription), 

only the principal-value integration gives a result satisfying Hermitian 

analyticity. This is a natural req_uirement to impose ·Hhen the n6 

threshold is taken to be real. Hhen constructing the N fu.'1ction 

from the Born terms i-Je 1-rill also need to knov the real part of D at 

the pole positions. The determination of these values involves inte-

gration across a double pole. Although more a·"rki-rard from a calcula.-

tional point of viev, such a principal-value integral is perfectly 

vell defined. 

It i·ras expected that ma};.ing G sufficiently large 1-rould form 

a second state. ~n1ile this state could not cross the position of 

the force pole at w:>:>: it could be brought q_uite close to it. He 
.J.J 

>·:ere rather surprised, therefore, to find no second state arising as 

G vas increased. In fact for G ~ 0. 08 it ~-ras e·v-en impossible to 

maintain the nucleon pole position. (This effect set in for G~0.20 
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1.;hen the tvo off -diagonal terms had opposite signs. ) The 12..\:plan-::. tion 

for this puzzling behavior is that by increasing G i·re also increo.,sed 

the coupling bet1-reen the channels: i-thich resulted in an increased 

attraction in the first channel as i·iell. Therefore to maintain the 

nucleon pole position a smaller cutoff ivas required. But vrith this 

smaller cutoff there vias less binding available for a second state: 

even though G •.:c:-"s larger. By the time G he.d reached 0. 08, the cut-

off he.d become :::c small (i\ = 10) that the results Here already quite 

meaningless. For all ree.sonable cutoff values, the phase shift in 

\ 
the rtLiJ channel ahrays vas fou..nd to oe negative and decreasing. 

In order to make sure that our ideas i·rere correct, i·ie re-

peated the calculations, neglecting the Born term of Fig. 4c. In 

this \·ray the interchannel coupling '•ias m:i.de small and independent 

of G. As G '\·iaS then incree.sed from 0. 0 to l. 0 the approach of the 

second state to the force pole at w = w
33 

could be follovred by 

observing that Re Det D(w~n) i·rent from -2.46 to -0.53. But even 
.).) 

for the latter value the nN phase shift still l·i8.S about -10° at 

The phase shift made a very sudden rise to 2. value above 90° in 

~3· 

the 

vicinity of the second state. This behavior is plotted in Fig. 5. 

~~ese calculations suggest that the behe.vior of the P
11 

aJnpli tude is not likely to be understood on the basis of p-v;ave 

channels alone. The spacing beh;een the nucleon and the Roper 

resonance is too srnall if the latter's i·ridth is due mainly to ,.,N 

decay. The simplest model ·vri th a chance of success l·iOUld seem to 

require and aN operating in conju..'1ction: the latter tHo 

r 
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channels being mainly responsible for the position and •s-iclth of 

the Roper resonance -- vrhose coupling to the ;-J'J channel is 

relatively ',.reak . 

• 
·coNCLUSION 

He have shOim t'b..at the pion-nucleon P." "'"""'~Jlitude very 
L.L -

likely contains a CDD pole at a position near to the rcr-N inelastic 

threshold, \·ihere the phase shift has been experimentally determined 

to pass through zero, although the possibility that there is no CDD 

' pole has not been rigorously excluded. If there is a CDD pole, it 

has sufficient strength to play an appreciable role in the dynamics 

of the P
11 

amplitude, indicating the importance of inelastic channels. 

By removing this pole in a suitable vray we obtained an est:L'113.te of 

the amplitude that one should calculate by using elastic-channel 

forces only. He found that the amplitude constructed in this uay 

contains the nucleon pole as a low-lying resonance having approximately 

the correct residue. A hro-channel calculation ( rdi and 71:.6) shoHed 

that a strongly coupled p-i·rave channel could not produce the Roper 

resonance i·Tith a sufficiently large 1ddth vhile maintaining the 

correct nucleon position. He also argued that the CDD pole is 

probably not introduced by adding the s-vave oN channel. It therefore 

appears t:na.t at the very least the three ·channels rd~: rcl:>, ancl oN 

are required to calculate both the nucleon bound state and the Roper 

resonance accurately. 
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l\.PPENDIX 

... 
In Section 3 it i,ras stated that if an ainpli tude containing 

no bound states has a phase shift asymptotically behaving according 

to 

(A.l) 

then the amplitude contains no CDD poles. This is true inspite of 

the fact that Levinson's theorem, as it is usually stated, i·Tould imply 

that there is one CDD pole. 

' Let us first introduce the Om_nes fQnction D(m), normalized 

to ~nity at m = 0: 

co 

D(m) = eXJl (I)! 
T( 

9( m') 
m' (m' -m) 

(A.2) 

A criterion for deciding lvhether D(m) is the correct D function or 

CDD poles are required is i·ihether D( m) defin~d by (A. 2) satisfies 

the once-subtracted dispersion relation 

00 

D(m) 1 
(I) f Im D(m') dm' +- m' (ill' -m) " 

(1)0 
(A.3) 
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A sufficient condition for D(w) to satisfy (A.3) is that: 

lii'Tl 
jw \->CD = 

since this 1-rilJ:. ensure that in the eq_uation 

D(w)-1 
(.!) 

l 
= 2ni f w' (w' -w) 

o, 

dw' 

(A. t~) 

(A. 5) 

the contr.ibution from the circle at infinity: vhich arises as the 

contour is enlarged, vanishes. Therefore, i·re need only shm< that 

D(w), specified by (A.l) and (A.2), satisfies (A.4). It is easy to· 

shm-r from (A .1) and (A. 2) that if one neglects factors i·Teaker than 

logarithms, 

D( w) ...-
jwl -) oo 

(.!) (A.6) log OJ 

This completes the proof. 

r 
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FIGURE CA.Pl'IONS 

Fig. 1. (a) Phase shift 9_1 ( m) as given by Roper et al. ( ) 

Fig. 2. 

Fig. 3. 

Fig. 4. 

Fig. 5. 

and as calculated from (3.9) (------)and (3.15) {----). 

(b) Inelasticity factor ~1~w) as given by Roper et al. 

Mandelstam diagram for pion-nucleon scattering, dis-

playing the s and u channel physical regions. 

Phase shift o
33 

( w) as given by Roper et al. (---) 

and as calculated from (3.15) (---~-~-). 

Born terms for a two-channel calculation. 

Phase shift resulting from a two-channel calculation de-

scribed in the text. 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com
mission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee· or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 

of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provfdes access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor . 
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